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EBA II will be
_igh·tech center
by Tracy Enlow
CENTRAL FLQRIDA FUTURF

After three years of planning, UCF is ready to
begin development of CEBA II, a state-of-the-art
teaching facility which promises to be unlike any
previously seen on campus.
CEBA II (College of Engineering and Business
Administration) is conceptualized as a first-class
teaching institution, designed to utilize modern
\technological equipment for teaching and
research at both the engineering and business
colleges.
· Jerry Osterhaus, director of the Administration
and Finance Division of Facilities' Planning,
hopes to advertise for bids within the next 60
days and begin construction of the building 30 to
60 days after a bid has been accepted.
Osterhaus is pleased that plans to begin CEBA
I are finally underway.
"There is a definite need for the development of
CEBA II because of the rapid growth of the
engineering and business colleges," Osterhaus
said. ''Both colleges need the extra space for
res~arch.''

"We think it will be as good as the finest in the
country," agrees Dr. Wallace Reiff, of the College
of Business Administration's Finance
Department.
Reiff, who has been closely involved with the
CEBA program, describes CEBA II as highly
computerized, highly technical and highly
progressive.
"CEBA II will be a working application of the
latf'st known technology that .__ as far as I know
- this country has to offer," Dr. Reiff said.
Reiff said the CEBA II building will basically
be composed of two distinct parts.
One part, which he describes as a "joint-use
facility,"· will be shared with the College of
Engineering. It will be composed of auditoriums
and classrooms, as well as large, open areas for
seminars.
In addition, CEBA II will contain a television
production room, from which original
programming could be directed to monitoring
rooms throughout the building.
The second part of CEBA II is designed to hold
the business faculty offices and administration
offices.

Roland Dube/Central Florido Future

MISS UCF

1

Traci Wixson was crowned Miss UCF in last Friday evenings Miss UCF Scholarship Paaeant rnnoenialitv is a
plus for any UCF ambassador. ·
-

New funds fot SEPS service
by Christopher Steely
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Student Escort Patrol
Service - SEPS - is safe,
according to Ronald Seacrist, the
director of public safety for UCF.
The service, which provides
escorts after dark for students
and ' faculty from all areas of
campus, experienced tough times
last. November when its funding
was
cut
in
half.
The
administration did not renew their
SEE CEBA PAGE 9 financial contract with SEPS and

All fi ures

re based

on in-state tuition.

it was feared that the service
would be done away with
altogether.
But thanks to a $20,000
provision by Student Government
and the university, SEPS is back
on its feet.
This provision, however, does
not cover the program after this
fiscal year. ·
Ira Smith, the student body
president, is confident that the
situation will be resolved. "I have
a pretty good feeling that the
SEPS program will get funding,"
Smith said. "The university has

The teacher shortage many experts
predicted - and which has convinced
many collegians to become education
majors - may not happen after all, the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics said.
Bureau researcher Daniel Hecker, in a
new report called "Teachers' Job
Outlook: Is Chicken Little Wrong
Again?," says American colleges are
producing just about as many teachers as
there are teaching jobs.
While the Carnegie Forum, in a widely
cited report that inspired many colleges
to try to recruit students to become
education majors, predicted the teacher
population '•ould have to grow by 10
percent by the 1990s, Hecker thinks the
real number i closer to five percent.
Using the ame Education Department
. tatistics as the Carnegie Forum Hecker
said the best evidence suggests
enrollment in education cour
ri en

made a committment to fund the
program and President Colburn is
now aware of the situation, unlike
before.''
According to Seacrist\ SEPS
will be kept operational despite
budget problems. "I will have the
program one way or another
whether it be at full force or half
force," said Seacrist. "The
program is here to stay - it is too
important not to stay." He
explained that there should be
enough funds in the police

enough since 1983 to fill the gap.
''This does not mean every school can
fill every vacancy with a certified
teacher," Hecker wrote in the ,report.
"Conditions vary widely by specialty,
region of the country and degree of
urbanization.''
But others are proceeding full steam
ahead with plans to graduate new
teachers anyway. A number of states
have raised teacher salaries substantially
in recent years in hopes of drawing more
teachers to schools.
· Other districts are recruiting certified
teachers overseas.
In early December, the California
Commission on the Teaching Profession
called for a ROTC-style scholarship
recruiting effort to interest students in
getting teaching degrees.
The University of Iowa's Educational
Placement Office still thinks there's a
shortage, noting 80 percent of the ed
majors graduating from UI got jobs last
SEE JOBS PAGE 4
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College fights to bar theory of creation
by Susan Skorupa
COUEGE PRESS SERVICE

The battle about whether to teach creationism in
classrooms - usually fought in elementary and
econdary schools - has surfaced at Northwest
Missouri State University.
Creationism is the biblical theory that life was
created abruptly by a supreme being.
A group of NMSU students accused a zoology
professor of promoting his religious views in the
classroom by lecturing on the theory of creation
science.
'I'he students' protest, some observers said, could
signal the beginning of a student backlash against
creationists fighting to include their theory of the
origins of life in college science classes.
No one knows how many colleges teach
creationism, but in recent years campuses as diverse
as San Francisco City College, Michigan State, Iowa
State, Baylor, West Valley College in California,
San Francisco State and Bryan College in Tennessee
have supplemented biology program with
creationism teachings.
But at NMSU, some students want creationism

kept out.
According to Students for Tolerance and
Integrity in Rhetoric, a small but vocal NMSU
group, Professor Don Kangas teaches the biblical
theory of creation side by side with the theory of
evolution.
,
"I don't like it," said NMSU freshman Amy
Stern. ''I am a Christian and go to church, but I
don't think religion plays a part in zoology."
Kangas said he is not teaching creationism in his
zoology class, though he warned his students he
believes in creationism.
''I teach what I know for sure," he said. "I believe
in microevolution, for instance, which involves
changes in organisms through natural selection.'·
"But regarding man's origins, most (evolutionary)
literature is about as close to false as possible,"
Kangas continued. "Evolution at the species level,
the lowest level of organism classification, is
probably possible, but the evidence for evolution in
the higher classes is very poor.''
"A number of students are not comfortable with
this teaching," countered Paul Mineo, a NMSU
biology professor and STIR's sponsor. "They are
afraid the teaching of creationism as a science will
be enforced.''

"Some student on ome campu es are becoming
willing to prote t those kinds of entiment , ·· ineo
said.
STIR members now want to tage a campu
debate reminiscent of the 1925 copes "Monkey
Trial,., which pitted· Clarence Darrow against
William Jennings Bryan in a court test of whether
teaching evolution ·as a crime.
Mineo wanted to be careful in staging the debate.
"This is an extremely sensitive situation involving
freedom of speech, academic freedom and
censorship," he said.
But Mineo's adamant stand in keeping
creationism out of college classes is not unique.
''Every reputable scientific and educational
association has come out against teaching
creationism as a science," said William Mayer,
biology profes_c>or emeritus at the University of
Colorado and former head of the Na tiona]
Association of Biology Teachers.
"That's the key," said Mayer. ''If you are
teaching it as religion or philosophy, that's fine. But
if you are going to insist one religion be taught, you
must teach all religions."
SEE CREATIONISM PAGE 6

Colleges battle violent crime
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Law Awareness Day was held Wed. Jan. 28 on the green.
Many local law enforcement officials were at UCF for the
event.

rhree years ago, Dorthy Siegel, Towson
State University's vice president of student
services, thought there was something
different - perhaps more violent - about the
campus crime people were talking about.
After a vain search for statistics about the
issue, Siegel eventually organized the first
National Conference on Campus Violence,
which she hosted at Towson two weeks ago.
At the conference, about 150 police officers,
student services and residence hall personnel,
and judicial officers from nearly 50 colleges
submitted reports that, while not fully
tabulated yet, indicate the campus crime rate
nationwide has been falling.
But the number of violent crimes is rising.
"What we found was only about one-third
of campuses reported an increase of crime,
but the violent nature of those crimes is
increasing," Siegel said. "Crimes are
becoming more dangerous."
The preliminary figures also indicate
alcohol consumption is
involved in an
increasing number of campus assaults.
More than 50 percent of the total 350
campuses Siegel has polled also said they
now regularly let civil courts try students
involved in on-campus crimes. Ten years ago,

Siegel noted, most cases were arbitrated by
on-campus judicial boards.
Not many people had realized campuses
were becoming more violent until they met
me at the conference to swap impressions,''
Siegel added.
"Violence exists," Siegel asserted. "A
small but increasing number of people know
about it. Campus residence directors actually
see more of the violent crimes than police
officers."
Consequently, "university administrators
are at sea about it," said Dr. Michael Smith,
criminal justice professor at the University of
Southern Mississippi. "They don't know how
to respond."
An improper response, though, can injure a
school's reputation and lead to legal
complications if a victim· of violent crime on
campus decides to sue the college, he added.
At Ohio State last week, for instance, a
woman who was raped and assaulted in a
campus dorm sued the school for $250,000 in
damages. The suit charged USO officials
with negligence in protecting the woman,
breach of a housing contract by implying the
dorm was safe and habitable and
misrepresentation of campus safety and
security.
In recent years, in fact, courts have foun9
SEE CRIME PAGE 15
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•WORKSHOP
T!i
Mental

Health
so<..iation of Central
Florida is sponsoring a
training
workshop,
"Suicide: The Preventable
D at.h.'' on Feb. 5 from 8:30
n.m. to 3:45 p.m.
Th workshop will be held
at th Holiday Inn Orlando
lnt rnational Airport at Lee
Vi ta enter and will provide training in suicide
pr r nti n technique . Cost
L °'50 per person. which in·
dud
r fr hment . lunch
nd a training manual. For
information call
m r
4· - 5 ..

Applicants must have an
overall GP A of 2.5, two
semesters living experience
in a residence ha11 (with one
semester being at UCF), and
be available for two consecutive semesters (fall '87
and spring '88). For more information contact Christi
Hartzler at 2171. ·

of classes can apply for the
Project Rebound Scholarship. The award is $5000 per
year {$2500 per semester).

• SCHOLARSHIPS

tion of major with approval
by academic advisor, and

Female students seeking a
degree in the business or
professional fields are urged
to apply for a $200 scholarship from the College Park
Bu ine
and Professional
Women' Club. Financial
need i con idered and an application is required. The
deadlin i Feb. 27. For more
information contact Will
haffner at 275-2 27.

The student must
demonstrate financial need,
provide two letters of recommend a ti on, provide an
Academic Program Evalua-

complete a General Scholarship application. The
deadline is Feb. 27. For more
information contact Will
Shaffner at 275-2827.

• NEW PHONE NUMBER

The phone number for the
Florida Solar Energy Industries Association office
in Longwood has been
changed to (305) 260-8186.
•NATIONAL DRIVE

The National Collegiate
Driving Championships
hosted by UCF section of
SAE (Society of Automotive
Engineers) and sponsored
by the Dodge Division of
Chrysler Motors will be taking place Feb. 5 and 6 from 8
a.m. to 6 p.m. i.n UCF lot
lW.
•SPEAKER

•DANCE

The United Campus
Ministry is ~ponsoring a
Valentine's Day dance on
Feb. 14 at the Wild Pizza
from p.m. to 11 p.m. The
theme for the dance is ·'Love
L ad the \\ ay · · and all are
welcome. dmi ion i free.

Human
Resourc~s
Development and Risk
Manager Harry R. Ensey
will speak at the music
rehearsal hall Feb. 11 at 7
p.m. Ensey is responsible for
the training center of the
United · Telerphone Company
of
Florida.

Refreshments will be served
and all are welcome to attend.
• HOLOCAUST FILM

.

The Holocaust Memorial
Resource and Education
Center of Central Florida
will present the film
"David" on Feb. 27 at 7:30
p.m. Part of the 1986-87 film
series, "David" will be
shown at the Holocaust
Memorial Center, 851 N.
Maitland Ave. Admission is
free. Reservations can be
made by calling 628-0555.
Seating is limited.
"David" is the first
feature-length film about
the Holocaust evera to be
filmed in Germany by a German director. Winner of the
Best Film Award at the
Berlin Film Festival.
"David" is the gripping
tory of a young bo r's survival during the Holocaust.

- GSL PROPOSAL

- CUTIING DOLLARS

- SUPPORT

Enacting
the
administration's guaranteed
student loan proposals ''could
spell the end of the GSL
program,'' said Thomas
Honey of- the Consumer
Bankers Association, a
banking lobbying group in
Washington, D.C.

Cutting the Department of
Education's total budget
from $19.5 billion to $14
billion, as the president
suggested, ''makes a mockery
of the education reform
movement," asserted a Jan. 6
statement from the National
Education Association, the
biggest teachers union in the
U.S.

Asked if there was
anything worth supporting in
the proposal, American
council on Education lobbyist
Charles Saunders said,
"Offhand I can't think of
anything, but give me two
weeks and I'll try to find ·
something.
- SHORT-SIGHTED

United
Universitv
Professions, the union of
professors on 29 State
University of
ew York
campuses.
ALL CHOKED UP

Pulitzer prize winning
reporter Thomas Turcol
initially told University of
Delaware officials he couldn't
fulfill his commitment to
address last week's winter
commencement class because
he was busy working on a
story.
But Turco! later admitted
"I choked. That is why I
wasn't there."

"Few if any leaders would "
participate if Congress
okayed the presidents plan to - BAD BUDGET
stop paying subsidies and
"We expected the budget
allowances that have made it to be bad,'' complained
economical for them to loan Richard Rosser of the
money
to
jobless, National Association of
uncreditworthy students. Independent Colleges and
Honey said in a mid-January - Universities, "but we had no
statement.
idea it would be this bad."
Rosser and several other
Jean Frochlicher of the educators made their remarks
National Council of Higher at• a made-for-TV press
Education Loan Programs, conference on the sidewalk
added, "I doubt you could outside of Education
convince any (bank) to Secretary Willaim Bennett's
become involved in the GSL office
the
day
the
program
under
these administration unveiled the
circumstances.
proposed cuts.

''President
Reagan's
proposed
budget
for
education was incredibly
short-sighted and just
devastating," said New York
Education Commissioner
Gordon Ambach at a Jan. 10
press conference in Albany.
. And actually implementing
the cuts requested in the
budget would create a "social
vacuum for the next
generation" because liberal
arts would be squeezed out of
college budgets in favor of
narrower vocational curricula
like business and accounting,
said Nuala M. Dresher of

Ferris State in Michigan
suspended TAU KAPPA
EPSILON (TKE) after one
student and two others were
injured in car wrecks after a
house party.
Oklahoma and USC
suspended their Sigma Alpha
Epsilon (SIG EP) chapters for

changing their majors.
For example, there are 10
percent mor~ education
majors at Seattle University
this fall than last fall,
reported Rev. John Topel,
SU's academic vice president.
''We are getting
more
requests for certification

(from people who already
have bachelors degrees) than
we can get into
our
program.''
At the University of
Vermont, the number of
education majors increased
by more than eight percent,
said Student Services·

Director Mary Rice.
Nationally, 7.3 percent of
last year's freshmen said they
intended to major in
education, up from 4.7
percent in 1982, the annual
UCLA-American Council on
Education
survey
of
American freshmen found.

JOBS
FROM PAGE 1
year.
And students, lured by
sweetened scholarship deals
and promises of higherpaying jobs, are in fact

allegedly hazing and drinking
policy violation .
But a court relea d tw
University of Virgini
students on 1,600 bond af r
they were charged wi h
stealing banners as part of
their pledge assignment
from Delta Sigma Phi.

- DR. WHITE

Patients feel uncomfortable
around doctors who don't
wear white smocks, a recent
Harvard and Cal-San
Francisco study said.
- SAMARITAN

- FRAT SUSPENSIONS

A good samaritan using a
metal detector found a class
ring under three feet of Fort
Launderdale sand, did some
detective work, and last week
returned it to former Notre
Dame student Thomas
McCall. McCall had lost it
during a spring break
vacation 31 years ago.
But the Bureau of Labor is
not sure there will be jobs for
them.
"Our position is that there
will be no severe shortage in
the next several years,'' said
spokeswoman Luda Murphy.

HOWASTUDENT WHO COULDN'T •
LEARN TAUGHT EVERYONE
AN IMPORTANT LESSON.

DISNEY'S
SONG OF THE SOUTH
A

SPECIAL PRESENTATION OF THIS

DISNEY CLASSIC FoR THE CHILDREN OF
STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

7 AT lPM

FREE
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Co lege women's g oup;
sex discrimination subtler
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Style Cut $9.00

In what seemingly has become an annual
condemnation.
a leading national college
-. ~
FULL SERVICE SALON
women 's group said campuses nationwide
still are fundamentally inhospitable to
10509 E. Colonial Dr.
wALK-INS WELCOME
women.
(Wlnn·Dlxle Center)
Discrimination, the Washington-based
UNION PARK
Dally 9.5 & Thurs. 'til 8
Project on the Status and Education of
- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Women recently reported is subtler. The
·..------·-------~ .........,,,....~~~
report said hiring practices are less sexist
and male professors are friendlier, but college
campuses remain a 'chilly' place for most
women students and faculty members.
''While many men are not even aware
they're being discriminatory," explained
Bernice Sandler of the Project, which is part
of the Association of American Colleges,
"many women don't realize when they are
being discriminated against."
Women are now getting better jobs in
higher education, but have a harder time
getting promotions than their male
counterparts do, the report - called " The
Campus Climate Revisited: Chilly for Women
Faculty, Administrators and Graduate
Students" - asserted.
'
And progress may slow in the near future,
other observers said, because many people
think most of the problems of college sexism
are solved.
"Some say the 1970s was the decade for
women, and now we're passed that," said
Judy Touchton of the American Council on
COMPLETE HAIR CARE SERVICES
Education's Office of Women in Higher
(we use Nexus & Sebastian products)
Education.
11790 E. COLONIAL DR.
"But we're not. There's a continuing need
to keep women on the agenda. Our intention
is to make sure lots of others talk about
STUDENT
DISCOUNTS
treatment of women in higher education."
M-W-F: 10-6 T-TH: 10-7 SAT: 9-4
So one reason for ''The Campus Climate
Revisited,'' which reprises many of the points
1

282·1700

c.

277·3766

made in the Project on the Status of
'\ omen's 19 4 report called· The Classroom
Climate," is in part o 'keep the momentum"
of change.
' There s lo s being said and lots being
done, 'Touch one said. 'It's hard to say how
successful e are but we want references to
women and to discrimina ion in ever report
on higher education."
The new report notes few if any colleges
still openly discriminate against woman or
even condone discrimination by ignoring it.
' Lots of overtly discriminatory practices
on campuses have been handled,' ' Sandler
said. 'Now it's more subtle, but people are
more aware of the issue.''
'There are people who believe that
discrimination on campus has been solved
once you let women in as teachers and
administrators. But that's not enough."
In most schools, Sandler continues, fewer
than two women hold senior administrative
positions, which promotes the idea that
higher education is a career for men, not
women.
"Progress has definitely been made," said
Mary Gray, an American University math
professor and president of the Women s
Equality Action League. "It's easier for
women to get a first job and to get tenure
that it was years ago."
"Still, it's hard to move up in
administrative positions, or to get tenure at
the most prestigious universities. Keeping up
the momentum is hard.' '
The movement now is toward specific
issues, often dealing with both sexes, Gray
noted.
"Now many campuses are adopting
parental leave policies which apply to men as
well as women,'' she explained. ' 'The impetus
for it is women, but when men see it as
something that applies to them, it broadens
the base of support.''

SPECIAL

DISCOUNT
WITH

MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE

UCF l.D.
THUNDERBIRD
('85 graduate)
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Insulation inadequate in older homes
The Florida Solar Energy Center talks with Rob
Vieira about insulation in this edition of Florida
Solar Energy.
One of the most frequently asked questions in
letters I get is •'How can I tell if I have enough
insulation in my home?" The answer is easy
enough. Most Florida houses just don't have
adequate insulation.
If your house was built before the mid-1970s when energy was cheap and readily available - you
probably have inadequate insulation in the walls
and ceilings unless some has been added. And
inadequate insulation is one of the leading causes of
wasted energy, high air conditioning and heating
bills and uncomfortable houses.
Many older Florida homes - built before the
mid-1950s - have no insulation at all. "If you look
at the developement of the building industry in
Florida," said Rob Vieira of the Florida Solar
Energy Center, "you find that people used to use
just a little wood to heat their homes in the winter,
and there wasn't any air conditioning in the
summertime. Houses were built to maximize the
available ventilation, and give shade and shelter
from the rain. Energy wasn't a big concern since it
was relatively inexpensive. When heating and air
conditioning systems came into use, builders
realized the benefits of insulation and started using
it."
By today's standards, they didn't use enough.
Current requirements for new Florida homes call
for R-19 minimum ceiling insulation and R-11
minimum in wood frame walls. The R-value

measures the insulation's ability to reists heat flow
(out of your house in the winter, into it in the
summer). The higher the R-value, the greater the
resistance of the material.
"If you live in an older concrete block house,"
Vieira explained, ''your ceiling insulation is
probably inadequate, and there may not be any
wall insulation at all. The wall insulation isn't as
critical as the need f9r ceiling insulation - walls
don't receive as much sun as the roof of the house
does, and fences, shrubs and adjacent houses can
help shade the walls. But if you live in North
Florida, adequate wall insulation can make a big
difference in how much heat you use and how
comfortable your house is.
Even without any insulation, concrete block
construction helps protect a house because of the
basic properties of the building material. But if
your house is wood-frame, then Vieira stresses the
importance of insulating the walls.
''There probably are other more cost-effective
projects you can do in a concrete block house, but
with frame construction, wall insulation is
probably cost-effective if you have very high air
conditioning or heating bills."

Increasing the level of existing in ulation can
save you money. But if you have no insulation at
all, having some can save you lots of money. "We
completed a major three-year study last year,"
Vieira said, "and part of it dealt with insulation in
Florida homes. Bringing an R-19 attic up to an
R-30 by adding insulation might save a homeowner
$30 or so per year. But bringing an R-0 attic to
R-19 can save hundreds of dollars annually. Lightcolored roofs and walls and attic radiant barriers
are also effective energy savers for Florida homes.'' ·
Many utility companies in Florida will do home
energy audits to help you find out if you have
enough insulation. Some of the companies will even
help you do an audit yourself by checking your
attic and the walls that contact unheated areas like
a garage. Measure the amount of insulation and
identify the type of insulation used. Then you can
contact your utility or a local insulation company
to find out the approximate R-value. If you have
six inches or less of 4tsulation, it's safe to say that
isn't enough.
If your attic· has batt insulation, you can
probably place additional layers on top of it. If
there is no attic insulation and you have room to
move around, you can lay batts between the joints.
But if your house is like many other Florida homes,
there is very little room to move around in the attic.
Here, the most popular type of added insulation in
our state, is the blow-in type. Check your local
phone book for the names of contractors in your
area who install insulation and shop around for the
best price.

CREATIONISM

Don't Rent!

FROM PAGE 3

Mayer contended no
scientific evidence supports
the creation theory, and that
research in the field is
negligible.
"Creationism contends the
earth is 10,000 years old and
everything dates from Noah's
ark," Mayer said. "But the
preponderance of evidence on
all fields shows the earth to be
billions of years old.''
While many creationists Kangas among them agreed the earth is much older
than biblical references might
indicate, they claimed
scientific evidence supports
them.
''The scientific evidence is
so strong for the creation
model that we are expecting a
breakthrough on campuses,''
said Richard Bliss of the
Institute for Creation
Research in California.
Indeed, the U.S. Supreme
Court is now hearing case
that could require state
universities in Louisiana to
give equal class time to
creationism and evolution.
But some college teachers
said that even if the Supreme
Court - which is expected to
make it's ruling in July forces them, they will resist
teaching creationism.
' Creationism is a religious
said John Green,
belief,
biology chairman at Nicholls
State in Thibodaux, La.
"There is nothing scientific to
back it up. You could teach it
in the philosophy department
but certainly not in the
science department.·'
''They can pass all the law
they wan and we may end up
in court but we will teach
cience. ·· Green continued.
y people are ver •
pro.fe ional and the • are
going to teach their
profe ion.··
Kangas, ho ever,
aid
perhap
neither theory
qualifies a a cience and
th hould be taugh in
philp.. ophy departmen .
j
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Own Your Own!

2Bed/2Bath Townhomes 1.2 Miles south of campus on Alafaya Trail
Become Your Own Landlord
Many smart UCF students who
own their own apartments have
rommates to help share expenses. Come and see why and
how the parents of these
students have chosen to buy a
townhome for their sons and
daughters. It's a good deal for
everyone and you'll want one
too.

$340 IIPi1*
No Closing Costs.

~:es

(I_ ~led cellinQs
"l LargeOpen,
Spacious plan
master bedroom suite
cable TV available
Sparkling skylights
Charming loft
Furnished kitchen

Purchase Price
Includes:

Furnished model open daily
• lon.-Sat. lOA - 6P
Sun. 12 noon - 6P L

*

Sale price $53,900, $2,700 do
Adj

. S5 ,200 mortgage, 7" A.R.M .• plus or
ted to -yea

·nus 2~ Annual Cop, Lifetime Cap 13"

-Bi f. AP.R. 8" or Low Axed Rates.
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Prfratc Sc or Schola hips and Gran

by Lisa Jean Silva

(graduarc and unt.lcr-

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

gradu::1tc) arc available regardless of famil · income, MILLI() 'S G
UNCLAJMED EACH YEAR. Rnrdts

GuArantud!

For information, call toll-free
(800) USA-1221, ext. 0627
- - -1

20C
Oysters

50C
Draft
2-6 Daily

FREE
1/2
PITCHER
Of Pepsi
With Purcnase
Of 2 Dinners

Ar b arms dealer stirs controve
The Iran arms scandal and
a couple of newspaper reports
somehow, someway turned
American University into a
hotbed of protest of the
school's connections to a
billionaire Arab arms dealer,
even though most students
and faculty members weren't
even on campus.
'The Washington Post
reported a "lively campus
debate and the Associated
Press found "students and
faculty up in arms" about
arms
dealer
Adnan

Khashoggi's $5 million
toward building a $14
--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--! pledge
million sports center at

American University.
· The
Saudi
Arabian
Khashoggi, often described as
one of the richest men in the
fine lingerie and gift items
world, has been identified as
a middleman and financier in
Unique and Affordable Lingerie
the secret deal that sent
American arms to Iran, and
10% Off to UCF students with this ad
the profits from the deal to
4270 Aloma Ave., Suite 116 Goldenrod Groves
the contras in Nicaragua.
Winter Park, FL 32789
678-8893
Indeed, after Khashoggi 's
----~----------------~- 1 name surfaced among the
investigations into the arms
deal, the Eagle, American
University's student paper,
18768 E. Hwy. 50 • Bithlo • 568-5102
devoted most of one issue in
December to the University's
6 Ml. East ot Alataya Tr. 1 Ml. West of Speedworld
connection to the arms dealer,
IUSED TIRES example: NEW TIRES example:
who pledged the $5 million to
13"
S12 to S20 235/75815" $49.95
the building in 1984 and has
S14 to S20 195/75814" $40.95
1 14"
been
on
American
I 15" s15 to s20 185/80013" S35.95
University's board since
Fast, Courteous Service • Flat Repairs
1983.
PRICES INCLUDE: Mounting, Balancing & Installation
Soon after the articles and

..£t&&y'~ ..£aaa

·JIM'S TIRE SERVICE

editorials appeared. ho e'\ er,
students left for rinter break.
In their absence, the Po t
and AP stories reported the
campus was alive with debate
and ferment about the
Khashoggi connection. The
few people who remained on
the campus, however,
remember no such thing.
"I would say that the
introduction of Cherry Coke
had a bigger impact on the
campus than the Khashoggi
money," said grad student
Leo Gallagher. "This is an
upper middle class college.
People are not that keen on
issues. There's a joke going
around that the only thing
tainted about Khashoggi's
money is 'taint enough!' '
Notions of a campus
uproar, he said, are
"overblown completely."
The Post's story, said
American
University
President Richard Berendzen,
was "almost a fabrication.
The Post just decided to
fabricate a story and so they
did."
"We are on winter break,"
Berendzen said in an
interview before students
returned to class on Jan. 19.
"I have not received one
single complaint (about the
donation)
besides
an
anonymous phone call.''
"Sure (Khashoggi's) a
controversial
figure,"
Brendzen said, "and he has
indeed been involved in arm
sales, but in terms of a
campus disturbance, there's
nothing to it."

United Parcel Service
Part-Time Positions Available
Unite-d Parcel Service will be
acceptinQ applications for
part-tim.e l'oaders and unloaders.
excellent pay · $8.00 an hour.
Pleqse sign up for On interview
a~pointme· nt in the Career Resource
Center. ADM Sui 124. UPS is an
equal opportunity employer.
Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:30 p.m.
or 11 :00 p.m., Monday through Friday·
workweek. 3 to 5 hours per day.

I

'.t>'&tq
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Post reporter
lichat
I sikof aid he tand b · hi
story, which quoted an
American Uni,ersity senior
as saying, .. I · a hame his
school doesn' e en ha e
peace s udie , but it will have
a spor s center named after
an arms dealer. •
Berendzen,
though,
maintains Issikof took the
quote from a December
editorial in the Eagle.
Assistant
Professor
Jefferey Richelson said
Issikof quoted him correctly
as saying the Adan
Khashoggi Sports and
Convention Center should be
renamed the 'Khashoggi
Sports and Guerrilla Warfare
Center."
But Richelson added there
is no organized protest.
"What I said to the Post was
just my personal opinion.
There is no faculty debate
that I'm aware of."
There's some doubt,
moreover, thatKilashoggican
even come up with the rest of
the sports center money,
which he still has until 1993
to pay.
Allegations have surfaced
in recent weeks that
Khashoggi's ;
worldwide
business dealings, which
Berendzen compares to
intricate Arabic art, are in
trouble.
In Utah, where Triad.
Amenca Corporation - the
holding company for most of
Khashoggi's U.S. interests SEE CREATIONISM PAGE 9
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Take the

Challenge!I
What do you Want from college'l
Do you want to...
~get involved?

irlearn study skiJls?
~make friends?
~make connections?
~learn about the campus?
~learn more about yourself and others?
~learn to be a leader?
~be a Big Brother or Big Sister to
incoming freshman?
";t take charge of your life?
~have lots of fun?
Laugh Your Way Through ollege
with

Ritch Davidson
at our first meeting on

February 5, 7:00pm in the S.C.A.
-

THE thing to do on campus!!!

Globetrotting
by David Schlenker
Central Florido Future

This evening, David Copperfield
will perform his special blend of
magic and theatrical illusion at the
Bob Carr Performing Arts Center.
Two shows, one at 5:30 p.m. and the
other at 8:30 p.m., will feature
Copperfield in a series of new stunts
and magic set to music.
With illusions as diverse as making
the Statue of Liberty vanish and
walking through the Great Wall of
China to his credit, Copperfield's
schedule makes him a tough man to
catch up with.
Yet late last Thursday evening, The
Central Florida Future finally did.
After his performance in Fort

SEPS
FROM PAGE 1
department budget to
support the program.
Darren Phipps, a SEPS
escort. is glad that the
program is being funded.
Phipps enjoys the job, but
says that not enough people

1

usion·s1· to appear

Lauderdale, the weary illusionist
gave us a ring.
Born in Mutuchen,
.J.,
Copperfield claims the art of illusion
has not always been his first interest.
"I was very taken with theater," he
recalled, and said he had always
wanted to be on stage. After
developing a keen interest in illusion,
he creatively combined the two arts.
Copperfield said he was influenced
by Fred Astaire and Gene Kelly.
"They reached out and grabbed their
audience, as well as just entertaining
them," Copperfield said. "That's
what I want to do."
When asked about his impressive
female following, he simply laughed
and replied," I hope it continues."
And what does David Copperfield
look for in a woman?

take advantage of the service.
"For every person that wants
an escort, 30 people say they
don't," he explained."It
sometimes gets discouraging,
but it's worth it when that
one person says 'yes'."
The service has recently
begun using cars to provide
service to far-reaching areas
such as the Greek row and
outside parking areas.

·no

· Everything,'' he blurted out.
Making Lear jets disappear was
Copperfield's first, and is his favorite
stunt. He claims that he gets his
ideas for performances and major
illusions mainly through music.
Among his musical favorites
Copperfield lists classical, the band
Genesis and MTV the rock-video
channel. "I have always admired
songwriters,'' Copperfield said,' they
can always express themselves by
writing music. I wish I could do
that."
Referring to his Statue of Liberty
illusion, he said the the City of New
York didn't react as much as the
White House did. The government
had plans to restore the statue the
following year, and were very
cautious about the stunt.

CONTROVERSY
FROM PAGE 7
has its headquarters, the Salt
Lake Tribune found the
company is ''being sued by
numerous creditors," and
thatKhasho_g_gihas "renegged
on" numerous charitable
pledges.

ando
But af er the illusion
a
completed without a hitch, Pre ident
Reagan a
o impre ed that he
inquired if Copperfield could make
the U.S. 's budget defici disappear.
The Chinese were also very taken
with Copperfield's apparent ability to
alk through their Great Wall. Part
of he attraction, Copperfield said. is
that 'the Chinese are people are very
creative themselves. •
Given all his talent for creating
illusions, we wondered, would
Copperfield ever want to tamper with
his own image and, if so, who would
he want to be?
After a long pause, he said,
"Nobody really... I'm very happy with
my life. I just want to be David
Copperfield.''

"He promised $1.3 million
to LDS Hospital but they
only got $300,000," Tribune
reporter Guy Boulton said.
''He said he would build an
educatioon wing in another
hospital, but he renegged on
that also. He pledged
$150,000 to Ballet West, but
they only got $50,000."
Still, AU's Berendzen says
Khashoggi is "up to date•r on

his pledge payments to the
university.
"He has given us a
payment schedule and he
gives us U.S. cash. not oil
paintings of grandma like
some people do,'' Berendzen
added. ''I think he does have
a cash flow problem, but he
has a way of popping back up
again."

CEBA
FROM PAGE l
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IAP••• Over $125,000 in prizes will be awarded in the

100/ltf••• You'll drive the revolutionary Dodge

5th Annual National Collegiate Driving Championships
brought to you by Dodge and other participating sponsors.
National Grand Finals Awards
1st Place - $5,000 cash scholarship and use of a Dodge
Daytona Turbo Z for 1 year
2nd Place - $3,000 cash scholarship and use of a Dodge
Daytona Turbo Z for 1 year
3rd Place- $2,000 cash scholarship and use of a Dodge
Daytona Turbo Z for 1 year

Daytona Turbo Z through a competition rally course set up right
here on campus. Your lap will be electronically timed and the
student with the best• official score wins a trip to Daytona
Beach to compete in the National Grand Finals.

•complete rally and prize award rules available at compet1t1on site.
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An innovative aspect of
this section will be the
Executive Education Center.
The center will not only have
the latest in audio and visual
communication, but it will
also house a teaching
restaurant.
Thi~ scientific teaching
restaurant
will
be
implemented
in
the
Hospitality Management
Program, and will enable
students to prepare food in a
simulated work setting.
The atmosphere of CEBA
II, explains Osterhaus, is
designed to be more open and
attractive to the students and
faculty.
Now that the budget for
CEBA II has been approved
by the state legislature and
the Board of Regents,
administrators are anxious to
begin building as quickly as
possible.
Osterhaus explained that
funding is not received in
lump sums. Instead, funds
are administered in three
seperate increments: for
planning, construction and
for furnishings.
Reiff said CEBA II is not
an experiment. The use of
these innovative techiques
are not meant to be
forerunners of new teaching
modes, but part of a logical
evolution for teaching
institutions.
"CEBA II will be highly
computerized in the offices as
well as the classrooms," Reiff
said. ''We are using the latest
technology offered us to teach
subject matter."
Osterhaus, howev.ert said he
feels that CEBA II is an
experiment of sorts.
"UCF is very computeroriented. Any breakthrough
in integrating teaching and
technology will be closely
watched by other colleges."

Open minds now
prevent closed
doors tommorow
America has a free press. That means that no
one, including the government, censors what you
read in the newspaper.
Believe it or not, this carries over to the college
press. No one, not the communications department, not President Colbourn, not even the university's Board of Publications, tells us what we can
and can't print in this newspaper.
If you ever want to see journalists with blood in
their eyes, just attack this right. Freedom of the
press is the one thing that sets the American
media apart from most in the world, and no one is
about to give it up.
The reason? Simply put, it is impossible to have
a truly free country without a free press and a free
public. The two concepts go hand-in-hand.
With this in mind, it's a little hard to believe that
anyone would even think about trying to control
what others say. But then again, as long as there
are people with opinions, there will be people who
believe that they have the only valid point of view.
A good example of this attitude is shown in
Thomas Phelps' letter titled "Think like we do,"
which is printed in this issue.
· In 8'nswering a· column by staff writer Victoria
Sorzano, Phelps states that he is very proud of the
American space program and is irritated-that the
author (Sorzano) "doesn't feel the same way."
Fine. A radically different point of view can obviously be a little upsetting to anyone. However,
such feelings must be kept in perspective.
In ending his letter, Phelps writes that if Sorzano doesn't have something nice to say about
America and its' space program, "then speechless
is the way I would prefer her to be."
Phelps is literally telling the author that if she
refuses to see things his way, she should shut up.
Is this the kind of attitude what we're breeding
in America these days? Have we finally become so
self-righteous that we believe we are right about
everything? One would certainly hope not, because
America is no more perfect than any other country.
We don't have a monopoly on wisdom and we are
not always the "good guys."
And don't be fooled, this is not an isolated incident. This kind of letter comes in often. Phelps' letter is quoted because it is the most recent, not
because it is original.
As students in a university, we are probably as
open-minded as we will ever be. In co:tege, our
peers are many and of varied backgrounds and
beliefs.
As we move into society, however, we will deal
almost exclusively with people who share our
outlooks and opinions.
For example, engineers will associate with
engineers and accountants will associate with accountants. This does not promote a tolerant
outlook on opposing ideas. So, if we are closedminded and ignorant now, then our future is bleak
indeed.
So take a lesson from this. Anyone can wallow in
self-righteousness, but only the open-minded can
look past personal prejudices and truly respect the
opinions of others.
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Letters
•

Think like we do!

how many of those soon to be
blessed "millions" are going to be
. able afford medicine made in
This letter is an opinion about the space, when they can't even afarticle entitled "Shuttle accident ford Earth-bound treatment?
leaves her speechless," in the Jan. Really now, Mr. Holloway. And in
27 ·edition of The Central Florida
which century will those pharFuture. This article prompted me maceuticals become available to
to write a reply. I as an American the public at large? Should we
am very proud and supportive of sacrifice those people we may be
the space program and its accomplishments. It irritates me able to help now (by expanding
our commitment to provide
that the author of the article modern medical assistance to an
doesn't feel the same way. people, regardless of their ability
Assuming that she left her home to pay) in order to promise them
country which is "a very tiny that their great-grandchildren
country'' for a better life, she as a may not have to deal with those
non-American should be even
more proud and more supportive nasty sinus headaches somtime in
the future?
of the space program. If not for
If you had consulted the "easily
herself, but for her children, who accessible information concerning
will be the space generation. the space shuttle and its inAside from this important reason dustry" (your words again, Mr.
all peoples of the world including
"the tiny countries" will benefit Holloway) as you so aptly stated
that Ms. Sorzano should, you
from our exploration of space, so would have learned that weather
the program must continue. 1 satellites are commonly, frequentwant my children to experience ly, and more ec,0nomically launchspace and without a space pro- ed from unmanned rockets than
gram that will not be possibl~. from a shuttle. The only connecJust because there are problems tion the weather satellite network
in the world is no reason for our and our space program has is that
country not to explore new fron- of, respectively, buyer and seller
tiers. If she can't think of
something nice to say about our in a for-profit industry. Satellites
launched from the shuttles are
country and our space program, primarily
for
military
than speechless is the way I surveillance and communication.
would prefer her to be.
I, too, am proud to be an
American. But the largely unThomas A. Phelps
necessary and non-productive
Biology (Pre-Vet)
work of the shuttle (everything is
still a test, other than the satellite
• One for Victoria
repairs) should not necessarily
Editor
deserve higher consideration than
Mr. Greg Holloway's response what Ms. Sorzano proposes -- usto Victoria Sorzano's column on ing what we have, now, to help
the space shuttle in the Jan. 29 the people here on Earth that
issue of The Central Florida otherwise may not live until 1988
Future, rn which he states that to see the next shuttle take off.
1s. Sorzano ··obviously has
Oh, and by the way, amid all
nothing intelligent to convey," the eulogies commemorating the
has prompted the following retort destruction of the Challenger and
-- Mr. Holloway, you 're out of the resultant hype of the "proline.
s. Sorzano has a valid gress' · . in the safety of manned
point of view, even if it is dif- flight, did you, or even most of
ferent from your own. Let's take the other people in this country,
your lame arguments in sequence. happen to remember that the day
1. You state that experiments before the first anniversary of the
are in progress in space to process Challenger tragedy. Jan. 2 7,
··purer and more desirable phar- marked the 20th anniversary of
maceuticals· that, in your words three astronauts who ht.med to
1r. Hollo ay, "will help millions death in their capsule before even
of people on Earth.·• o
just reaching space? I'll be you that
Editor,

20 years ago people said they
would remember that day forever,
too, Mr. Holloway. I'm not saying
that we should ignore "the final
frontier," as Captain Kirk so
fondly calls it, but rather that we
need to remember our priorities
as humans.
L.J. Hall
English

• Name that tune
Editor,
I enjoyed your story on the new
hot dog place. I have a question
for the proprietor of this fine
establishment. He plays a tape of
reggae music while serving the
fine "New York dogs" and
''Wisconsin dogs.'' Could you ask
him to provide a list of the bands
on this tape?
Kevin Kelly
Accounting

• Fix that box
Editor,
I have noted that in past
editorials The Central Florida
Future has complained about the
broken red "convenience" ticket
paying box located in the parking
lot behind the Health Center.
What's going on here? Surely
the people who run the ticket program now know about the box being broken. Why hasn't it been
fixed?
If I heard correctly, the money
taken in from parking tickets
goes to loans and to keep the
ticket program
running.
Shouldn't keeping the program
running include taking care of
these boxes?
Like most students, I have
given in to paying tickets for
stupid things. However, I do not
always have time to stop in at the
police station and thus end up paing up to $7 a ticket.
My guess is that the police
department wants to make things
rough on us so this very thi.pg will
happen.
. H. Branch
Communications
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ACROSS
1 Abstain from
6 Steeple
11 Sever
13 Went by water
14 Negative prefix
15 One skilled in
dissection
17 Chinese distance measure
18 Time gone by
20 Shatter
21 A month: abbr.
22 Back of neck
24 Pose for portrait
25 Female relative
26 Rockfish
28 Rue
30 Metal fastener
3;2 Clayey earth
33 Stretcher
35
37
38
40

Proceeds
Part of skeleton
Precious stone
Singing bird
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42 Piece of cut
timber
43 Buffalo
45 Diocese
46 During the
period of
4 7 Kind of race
horse
49 Hebrew letter
50 Hold back
52 Put away for
safekeeping
54 Roman official
55 SOVfS

DOWN
1 Chinese or
Japanese
2 Coarse
3 Running
4 Mountain on
Crete
5 Lairs
6 Band worn
around waist
7 Hole

8 Negative prefix
9 Soften in
temper
10 Decree :
12 Male sheep: pl.
13 Method
16 Den
19 Unlocking
21 Swordsmen
23 Growing out of
25 Dart
27 River island
29 Prevent from
free speech
31 Vast throng
33 Pillaged
34 Remainder
36 Leaked through
37 Cutting edge
3~ Wit1y remarks
41 Wants
43 Kind of cheese
44 Seines
47 Hindu cymbals
48 Fish eggs
51 Agave plant
53 Concerning
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profile, can function as a highpowered microscope focused on
your lifestyle.
PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

Dr. Langdon, director of
Health Services, has approved
making the CHAMP health risk
appraisal a part of each student's
initial contact at the Student
WHO SAVS YOU CAN'T
Health Center. Filling out this
GET SOMETHIN' FOR
form not only gives the medical·
NOTHIN'?
staff a clearer. picture of your
overall health, it can also help
We are offering our Quit Smokyou make the changes necessary
for taking charge of your health ing Clinics and our Weight Control Program (S.T.A.R.R.S.) to all
and assuming a new POSITIVE
TO LIVING.
students Free of charge ... call us
today!
You are then encouraged to
sign up for the physiologic profile part of CHAMP at the
Health Resource Center
(281-5841) to complete the
assessment. This measures
dimensions such as strength,
flexibility, aerobic capacity, and
Congratulations, smokers, for
body composition.
making the decision to quit! It's
not too late to sign up. The
meeting is today, 5-6:30pm in the
Health Resource Center.
Sometimes it only takes a
small thing to trigger a major
change in your life. This could be
by DARIN BROWN
the one for you.

281-5841

p
COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH ASSESSMENT
AND
MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

Life is a journey, not a destination. To grow and change in a
positive way is the most exciting
sign of life we can experience!
Early recognition of the often
subtle pain in our lives can provide us with the insight to
change behaviors, habits, and
other health risks before they
result in one of the current
epidemic lifestyle diseases such
as heart attack or cancer.
The CHAMP a simple health
risk appraisal and physiologic

3 bdrm 2 bath poho home. Oviedo 6 mo
tease, Kids OK. reduced rent $500 mo.
365-1191 eve

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Tonight there ls o pledge meeting end o
cabinet meeting. Everyone get psyched up
tor our 4-way social on Sol. Pledges keep up
the great work. Look on board for games
this week.

College Democrats
Membership is open lo all students.
Meetings are held every Tue. In Student
Center Room 217 at 6Pm. Need more Into,
please leave message on recorder by calling 275-4394.

Phi Delta Theta
Congrotulofions lo our new ottlcers SomPres, Brion-VP, Sieve-Sec, John-Tres, BobRush, Tlm-Soclol, Mil<e-Worden. Any Interested students •. our meetings ore 8pm
Sun. In SC 217

Omicron Delta Epsilon
The Economics Honors Society open to ell
students with an Interest in Economics. For
more intormotion call Rob Alexander at the
Economics department 275-2465.

Pl Kappa Alpha
Congrotulatlons to all new big brothers. Also
everyone gel your tickets for the Fonder's
Day Banquet on sole now for $22.00 tor the
first 20 couples. See Chris Broome or Keith
Gehellch..

Alpha Tau Omega
Congratulations to our new Worthy Moster:
Woller Robinson end ell the new officers.
Feb 13 white tea rose formal. see Woller tor
details.

Pi Sigma Epsilon
Thanks to all members for your hard work
with recruitment! Orientation is tonight al
7:30 in the University Dinning Room. Next
meeting Is Feb 9. Coll 2108 for details on
events I
UCF Surf Club
Tired of being In a rush? Hong loose and
come check out the UCF Surf Club.
Meetings held every Wednesday al 5pm. In
rm 336 In the Health and Physics building.

UCF Circle K
Help us help others! Circle K is the world's
leadig serVice club. Our meetings are Wed.
5pm, PC2 107. You ore cordially invited. so
uet off you alt and Join usl

Rmmt for 3 bdrm 2 bth home ls country
w/loke $200. Leave message 957-3090
Roommate wanted to shore nice 3bed 2ba
home In Alomo ave area. Full Kitchen laundry furniture privacy. Prefer dependable
clean nonsmoker. $225 mo &. l4 utilities call
677-7085
Mole roommate to shore 2bdrm. 2both 1
mlle from UCF. $121.25 &. utilities. Coll
281-1462.
Chuluota-15 uncongested minutes from
UCF. Female roommate needed to share
home wtth mole and female. Own room,
microwave. washer/dryer. $150 mo&. JiS. call
365-9970. Ask for Ken.
Roommate needed: to shore a 3 bedroom
opt Y, of utilities&. S150 rent. Musi be clean
&. responsible
Location: across from campus In Lol<eside
Apts. call 277-0535
Female roomr:nate needed lo shore 2
bedroom apt $190 / X utilities, security.
Melbourne area 254-2349.
MALE ROOMMATE to share 3brm 2bth home
w/some. $200 mnth & X utilities call Bob
699-6586.
Male roomate needed to shore apt in
Chancellors Row split utilities. rent and
deposit move in immediately. Call and
leave message for Alon ot 894-2218

IBM PC-3201<, 360k Floppy drive, 10 rneg
hard dirve , mono monitor, keybd,
Sl ,200.00 call 695-0207 after lpm
'80 Suzul<i GS850G 24000 original ml
garage kept. New tires & battery vetter fairing &. trunk. Cycle Sound 273-3302 after 6
pm 1600.00 firm
Dod Systems 30 bond equalizer perfect for
PA sys1ems or stereos call 677-4797 Bart
13Q.00

GOVERNMET HOMES form SI (U repair). Deliquenl tax property. Repossessions. Cail
1-805-687-6000 Ext. GH-4628 for current
repotlst.

Large duplex 2 bed 2 both eat in kitchen
wash/dry hook up range/oven refrigerator
garbage disp central heat and air coll
831-6723 near UCF
3 bdrms 2 both villa Sherwood Forest ~ mlle
UCF microwave dishwasher washer/dryer
alarm system 3-student at $192/mo
4-student S144 658-4310
Duplexes for Rent. 3 & 2 bedroom 2 bath all
oppllcances Including washer and dryer
and all blinds. Sherwood Forest ott Alafoyo.
275-9100.

Excellent typing
Theses. 273-7591

Full lime bookkeeper for east Orlando Insurance agency. Boolckeeping experience
required, computer e)(pertence helpful Coil
282-4444 2-5pm. Ask for Mrs. Borr.

ord processing

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick Professional Services All
prepared on commercial word proce
for error tree neatness. We use IBM Equ~
ment letter quality printer not dol-motrl
Free rough drafts and revisions. Some day,
weekend and overnight service available.
Over 14,500 satisfied students. Call
671 -3007.

Reservation Agents
Major Orlando based tet passenger airline
now hiring full and port-time reservation
agents. Flexible schedules, competitive
wages, benefits, travel prtvtleges. Training
provided. Location near public Transportation. Send Resume/letter ot interest or apply
in person lo:
Rorida Express
8500 Port<line Blvd.
Orlando, Fl 32809
An equal opportunity employer. No phone
calls.

Resumes and cover letters
Designed/revised/typed - 657-0079
TYPING Fast, accurate, reasonable. Close to
campus. Call Berny 282-4168
Fast accurate typing. Term papers, labels
letters
etc .
Reasonable
roles
pica/elite/proportional sp 657-3502

VIiie for sole 2bdrm 2bath, garage, screen
rm ossummable S54000 273-4447
Typewriter electric, correction key 575. Cail
Ann 275-8919.
Waterbed Queen size mattress for sale S25.
Call 671-7293

STUDENT LOANS TO S7500 273-3263 All
Ages. No Credit. Insured Plan.

For sole 81 Mazda GLC 5 speed hatch back
Sl,5000 or best offer 365-1154 otter 5:00
p.m.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control irlormalion. pregnancy tests and counselling. VD
screening, low costs, conlldentiol secvices
and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization

Reward $50 for gold bracelet: opprolC. W'
wide with florenllne finish and zig.zag
design with safety clasp. If found, please
coll 656-7649 after 6 p.m.
Lost: Wedding bond ot library. It found coll
)(2431 OSI< for Stan Flippin.

2-bdrm, 2-balh townhouse for rent in Fox
Hunt Lanes. Fenced yard on water, celling
fans, etc. 5450 per month plus deposit.
Month-to-month lease option. #282-1094 or
#351-2265.

Free color TV with Feb. 1 lease beautiful new
2bed 2 both rental all appliances
washer/dryer near UCF Trees! $475/mo Fred
645-3339 275-6717

All types of student documents Some
secvice a altable. IBM letter quo 1ty word
processing.
Fast • Protesslonat • Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

Help earn Sl 000 weekly, stuffing
en elopes at home Start immediately wnte.
Hamilton Mailers. 605 N La e Blvd., Suite 31,
Altomonte Springs, 32701

1970 240Z ac stereo exc cond very stron,
many new ports S2,750 273-6623

Partially furnished 2 bedrooms air 400 per
mo lease to Jun Sep or year all appliconces
personal washer dryer 6 blocks UCF 3582
Khayyam 862-6509

PROFESSIONAL TYPI ~
•One mile from CF Campus•

GOVE
NT JOBS $16.040 - 559 230 .
ow Hiring Coll 1-805-687-6000 E t
R-4628 for cunent federal list.

RESEARCH PAPERS. 15,278 Avolloblel
Catalog $2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho,
N206X, Los Angeles 90025. TOLL-FREE HOT
LINE: 800-351-0222, Ext. 33. VISA/MC or
COD.
Retall Soles - Recreational Factory
Warehouse, The South's largest speciality
retailer of swimming pools, spas, and
related products Is now filling full and port
lime soles positions for our Orlando store.
No prior experience necessary, Ideal for
students. Flexible hours available, days,
nights. and weekends. Average pay 55.00
per hour. Coli Mr. Mortin at 291-1603.

---------

TWM, 4 years and still going strong! Thanks
for being youl Love, OLP
Summer in Europe 5279
Lowest scheduled fores to all of Europe from
Orlando. Coll 1 (800) 325-2222.

Financial aid for college is ovotlbole RESULTS
GUARANTEED! Call 1-800-USA-1221 ext
0627

Cinderella,
Thanks for always being there when I got Into tight spots. I'll love you always.
Lewis
Marilyn,
Thanks again for another wonderful night.
Mike

----------

Cashier - Experience preferred, 10 key
calculator &. tYping helpful. Evenings and
weekends. 54.00 per hour. Cail Karen
McBrien 291-1604 at Recreational Factory
Warehouse
Students needed to clean homes. Hours lo
fit schedule. Coll 699-1636.
AIRLINES NOW HIRING. Flight attendants,
agents, mechanics, customer service.
Salaries to $501<. Entry level positions. Coli
1-805-687-6000 Ext. A-4628 for current
Ii slings.

Typing - Don't sacrifice the personal touch!
21 yrs experience. Perfection my specialty
theses expert call Susie 27 3-2300 days
647-4451 eves

Jackie,
The dinning room table is a nice addition to
abode. Steve Is pretty nice
our humble
too.
Your Roommate
Cindy

* * COMPUTER WORD PROCESSING * *
Student papers. resumes, spread sheets. Ur
quality print. Free revisions. 10% student discount. 658-1481

Hey ATOs. Thanks for a great "Hawaiian"
social. Yo'll are great.
Love,
The Sisters of Tri Delto

FAST efficient typist/photocopying contact
Altomonte Springs 77 4-5480

~---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Subscription Form

Subscribe Now!

Name and address:.

To The Central Florida Future
New discounted rates!
New Rates
.
Full Year: $16.00 (Save $3.00)
Foll Semester: $6. 00
Spring Semester: $8.00
Summer Semester:
55.00
....

Full Year ($16.00)
Fall Semester ($6.00)
Spring Semester ($8.00)
Summer Semester ($5.00)

Send to:

The Central Florida Future
University of Central Florido
P.O. Box 25000
Orlando, FL 32816

_______________ __________________. ________________________________________ _
_____ .............
....------·
....... ... ======:.

,_

Make checks payable to The Central Florida Future

~

~

PUT YOUR
COLLEGE DEGREE
TO WORK.
Air Force Officer Training School
is an excellent start to a
challenging career as an Air
Force Officer. We offer great
starting pay. medical care, 30
days of vacation with pay each
year and management
opportuni ies. Contact an
Air Force recruiter. Find out what
Officer Training School con mean
for you. Call
Sgt Russ Hamer
305 )826- 0342 Collect

George Alan Yarko, D.D.S.
General Dentist
'Now accepting the
American Dental Plan
Insurance for UCF
Faculty and Staff.
FAMILY

& COSMETIC

DENTISTRY

11776 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
Corner of Alafaya Trail &
E. Rwy. 50

A afaya Village

282-21 1

Insurances
Accepted
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I Forida Beaches Are Open
I 365 DAYS A Year ...
I
This Spring Break
I
March 14-21
I
SKI
VERMONT!!
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I
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I Hurry While There Is
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Still Room ·
I
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.
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Kiss BALLOONS
9438 E. Colonial Dr.

273~0655

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

TUES. "Party Card"
Night

Weo. Ladies Night
THURS. Hospitality
Night

SAFARI JUNGLE HUNTDISCO DISCOUNT
75¢ Off on Cocktails -

All Beer & Wine

GIRAFFE ACADEMY
75~

(Disco Discount)
Off on Cocktails - Beer & Wine

PARTY CARD NIGHT
All Party Card Holders Drink 2 for 1
Cocktails - Discounted Beer & Wine

LADIES NIGHT
Ladies Drink 2 for 1 Cocktails Discounted Beer & Wine 4:00-9:00 "Spin & Win"

HOSPITALITY NIGHT
Show your Disney or Area Hotel l.D., & Drinks 2 for
1 Cocktails - Discounted Beer & Wine
"Party Card" also accepted!

T.G.l.F.

Don't Leave Home Without Your
"PARTY CARD"
Start your week with "SPIN & WIN"
Enjoy the best bands in Central Florida
Tuesday - Saturday

en
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m

en
~

m
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GIRAFFE
LOUNGE.

.c

-t

HAPPY HOUR
EVERY DAY 4:00 to 9:30

::c

MIXED DRINKS 2 FOR 1
MOST BEER & WINE JUST $1.25

:::0

GIRAFFE HOURS OF OPERATION
'4 PM · 3AM
7 DAYS A WEEKI

'"T1

TUESDAY THROUGH SATURDAY FROM 11 PM . 3 AM
BEST LIVE ENTERTAINMENT IN CENTRAL FLORIDA

c:

LISTEN TO Y·10I, 8.J.tOS end STAR 101
FOR ADDITIONAL PROMO INFORMATION.
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ashington tate Den er,
ort hwester.u 8ollege, Iowa
and the State Uni ersi • of
ew York at St on Brook,
among ot hers, liable for
accidents and violent crimes
on their campuses.
' If a campus has a history
of criminal events or a
campus is known to be
dangerous, it's a situation of
foreseeable crime, ' said
Smith. a key speaker at the
Towson conference.
"Colleges have a duty to
warn people about such
situations even if the
administration doesn't want
to admit it. The courts say if
you don't make such
warnings, you 're breaching
your duty to students and
you're liable."
If, for example, college
brochures depict a campus as
a quiet, idyllic haven, but the
campus is a dangerous place,
a student victim of violence
on that campus can claim the
school was derelict in its duty
T

No High Prices, No Hassles,
No Appointments,
No Inconveniences,
No Waiting,
No Fooling.

l<inko•s®

PHYSICS FACTS

Grea_t copies. Great people.

127 West Fairbanks

arn tudent of danger.
"Court think uni ver itie
are importa n t and h~y
hould be afe place ," mith
s a id . · · ' h en coll e g es
discipline tudent or facul ty
invol ed in criminal behavior,
the court uphold the colleges
almost unanimous} '·"
The University of outh
Carolina, for example, was
named in a suit in which a
student claims he was hit and
his eardrum damaged during
a 1985 Omega Psi Phi
initiation. The student argued
both USC and the fraternity
were responsible, despite the
schools strong anit-hazing
policy.
But earlier in January, a
circuit judge dropped USC
from the case. He said the
college is not liable for the
unofficial acts of students in
situations not under its
control. While the courts
usually support colleges in
incidents where
definite
school policy is broken, ''they
seldom uphold the college in
'foreseeable' suits where a
student has been injured,"
Smith said.
to

FROM PAGE 3

FOLLOW
YOUR NO'S

,, , ,

* The sun is located at an average distance of about
92 million miles (150,000,000 km) from the earth.
At this distance, light leaving the surface of the sun
takes about 8 minutes to reach earth.

(305) 628-5255

*The sun has a diameter of about 1,400,000 km
(about 900,000 miles) at its equator. As such, the
sun encompasses a volume over a million times that
is encompassed by the earth.

M-F 7 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sun. 12 noon.9 p.m.
1 .__.. ._._................................................._.......________________..
(across from Bailey's)
plenty of off-street lighted parking

11

Service provided by The Society of Physics Students

"<:t"

19TH
STUDENT SENATE REPORT
13TH
29, 1987
SESSION

MEASURES IN COMMITTEE:
BIUS:
19-20: Revising Statutes-- 304.2: This Bill sets a time limit for Senate confirmation of an
appointment by the Student Body President (Field, Tabled for one week in UR
RESOLUTIONS:
19-13 Format for Printing Statutes and Rules and Procedures: This Resolution specifies
the uses for Boldface and Capital letters and underlining in the statutes (Tabled
for one week in UR)

THE SENATE VOTED ON:
BILLS:
19-24 Revising Statutes-- Deleting 603.A through 603.D: This bill clarifies requirements
for the Election Statutes (Field, Withdrawn by Introducer)
19-30 Funding to Bring the Florida Symphony Orchestra to UCF: This Bill allocated
$2,500.00 to PAC to partially defray the cost of bringing the Florida Symphony
Orchestra to UCF (Pellerin, 24-Y)
RESOLUTIONS:
19-14 Supporting Sen. Richard Crotty's Proposal for College Investment/Prepayment
Plans: This Resolution states that the 19th Student Senate supports a pre-pay
system for college education as proposed by State Sen. Crotty (Reid, 21-Y, 2-N,
1-PR)
19-16 Thanking Administrators for Addressing the Senate: This Resolution directs a letter
to those Administrators who have addressed the Senate, thanking them for ttieir
time (Deal, 24-Y)

*

't;

JANUARY

Legislation In Committtee Is introduced by Senators, and is not finalized until the
full Senate votes on it.
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CONFIRMATIONS:
The Senate confirmed the
following people to Student
Government positions:
Chris Carter: Eng #3 22-Y, 1-N; 1-PR
Dana Owens: Judicial Council
Alternate
25-Y, 1-PR

SENATE MEETINGS
Students are invited to attend all
Senate meetings, and to express
any ideas or problems that they
feel the Senate should work on.
Senate meetings are held on
Thursdays at 3:00 in the Tropical
Oasis.
STUDENTS
If you have any comments, questions or concerns about the
Senate Report, or any legislation,
please contact JJ Mandato at
x2191 or in SC 151.

SENATE COMMITTEES review and amend all Legislation before it is brought for a hearing before the full Senate. The
,..

following are descriptions of, and the time and day of the committee meetings:
OAF
C&O
UR

i

SP
EA

Organizations, Appropriations and Finance: This committee reviews all changes to the Finance Code and any
legislation requesting funding.
Wednesdays at 4:00 pm in the Sena1e Work Room
Clubs qnd Organizations: This committee decides whether a club receives funds for Office Suplles/Advertising or
Conference Registration.
Tuesd~ys at 5:00 pm In the Sena1e Work Room
Legislative Judicial and Rules: This committee reviews legislation to change the Constitution, Statutes or Rules and
Procedures.
Wednesdays at 4:00 pm in the Student Activities Center
Services and Publicity: This committee reviews all non-funding legislation which delals with Student Government SerMondays at 4:00 pm in the Senate Work Room
vices and Publicity.
Elections and Appointments: This committee reviews all Student Government Appointments. and makes recommendations for changes to the Election Statutes.
Tuesdays at 6:00 pm in the Senate Work Room

PR-Present (not enough lnformationfunable to decide) AB-Abstain (conflict of interest) Y-Yes N- o

Paid Advertisement·
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ARTS Ir SCIENCES
p
August Field
p
Kim DeVogel
A
Mark Hayes
p w
Bob Truett
p I
Samuel Coniglio
p T
Monica Endsley
p H
Melissa Pellerin
p D
Scott Jenkins
R
Ted Bogert RESIGNED
p A
Tabatha Burn
p w
Mark Jackson
N
BUSINESS
p
Mario Ponce
OPEN SEAT
p
Jeff King
p
John White
p
Ken Barr
p
Patrick Kelly
Adam Barringer RESIGNED
p
Meade Parks
David Thollander
A
EDUCATION
p
Daniel Shepard
p w
Susan Schmid
p I
Pro Tern Ross Wolf
p T
John Rhodes
p H
Candace Cline
ENGINEERING
D
Bryan Martinez
L R
p A
Cindy Deal
OPEN SEAT
- w
p N
Tony Wendrzyk
A
Keith White
p
Brian Thomas
HEALTH
p w
William Bolt
p
Jeannie Saul
LIBERAL STUDIES
T
p H
Megan O'Neill
AT-LARGE
D
p R
Roy Reid
BREVARD
A
OPEN SEAT
- w
DAYTONA
N
OPEN SEAT
SOUTH ORLANDO
OPEN SEAT
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FRESHMAN
FROM PAGE 19

noise this season. Coach
Bergman has summoned him
to bat behind Vince Zawaski
(9 homers) in the number five
slot in hope that the duo can
provide a 1-2 punch that can
break a game wide open.
Coaches and fans are expecting a lot from this tandem
this season but more importantly from Kiser. Zawaski

JOB
FROM PAGE 20

market," Rudy said, "to see
what my stock is worth.
"At the least, I'll gain some
education about the interview
process, and what's involved
with other schools. The more
of these thi11gs you go to the
more you learn about how the
system works."
Coach Rudy said that he
has applied for about five
other soccer coaching positions since he has been at
UCF. He was a finalist for the
head coaching job at SMU.
"I was offered a job with a
pro indoor team," Rudy said.
"Thank goodness I didn't

has already proven his do whatever it take to be the
capabilities over the last two best player he can possibly be
seasons.
in 19 7. Being only a
Is Kiser ready for yet freshman, he will surely gi e
another challenge? ' I know UCF baseball fans years of
that the coaches are expec- excitement.
ting a lot from me ', he said.
''I feel I can hit 10 homeruns
All that is asked is that the
this season, but more importantly I want to be produce fans bring back that farmiliar
consistently enough to help banner of the 60's, only this
time replace the N with the S.
the team win.''
Let
it be forever known as
Bobby Kiser is ready. He is
"KISER
·s KORNER"
a young man determined Lo
take it because the team folded a year later.
"Everyone is looking for
upward mobility, and in the
soccer business, there is none.
This (the USF job) could be
upward mobility for myself.''
Rudy also said he prefers to
stay at UCF. "In order to
leave here, it would have to be
a great deal," Rudy said. "I
love my players. I think we
·have great players who are
great people, and they've
given me a lot."
Rudy said that USF has a
lot of potential. For example,
The Tampa Bay area has
three times more youth soccer
players than Orlando which
offers stronger recruiting
possiblities for both the USF

Hair Design College
& Cosmetology College

men• s soccer team and for
establishing youth soccer
camps, like the summer camp
Rudy established at UCF.
UCF Director of Athletics
Gene McDowell added, ''I
think it's great that anybody
has an opportunity to look
around and change his
status."
About the possibilies of offering Rudy a raise and better
soccer budget, McDowell
said, "We will have to cross
that bridge when we get to it.
"We'll see what the situation is. UCF would certainly
like to keep Jim Rudy.''.

5433 lake Howen Rd.
Winter Park

HOURS:

937 St. Rd. 436
Altamonte Springs

657·0700

10 om-8:30 pm
Mon. Ftl

862-4700

lotramurals
SOCCER
Tues.

9:30

4:00
4 Q's vs. ADP
SX I vs. SAE
ATO I vs. LXA I

Knighthawks

TKE 11 vs. PKA II

vs. News

10:30

Naturals vs. Goons
Ice vs. Gents

5:00

Wed.

ODD vs. ZTA
Shahean 6s. FOF
TKE I vs. KS

6:30
SX I vs. KS
DDD vs. KD

Wed.

7:30

4:00

Cavs vs. Nemesis
SAE LS vs. PBP
ADP vs. PBP
FOF vs. A-Team
Atomic vs. Those Guys

8:30

News vs. Figma Nu

5:00
DTD vs. TKE II

AF ROTC vs. TKE LS

Shahea. vs. VASA
SX II vs. ATO II

9:30

Thurs ..

4:00

Hustlers vs. Bouncers
LXA LS vs. SX LS

10:30

KD vs.AD
SX II vs. Strlker's
'PKA vs. Sig Ep

Worms vs. Naturats
FarSide VS. TBA
Thurs.

5·00

6:30

LXA LS vs. DDD
No Shows vs. ~idnight
Air Fore vs. Chancellor' TBA vs. Nemesis
TKE II vs. DSP

Elec&rlcal I Elec,ronic I Compu&er Engineers ...
Computer Scien,is&s.•. Ma,hema&icians...
Language Specialis&s
Latitude. That's what keeps a job invigorating
-the cha.nee to expand your interests, to take
on unheard of challenges, to grow out as well as
up. Well, that's precisely what the National
Security Agency offers you as one of our people.
NBA performs three all-important tasks. We
a.na.lyze foreign communications. We safeguard
America's vital communications. We set security standards for the government's mammoth
computer systems. And we want you in on the
job.
NBA offers choices upon choices. In assignments. In projects. In careers. But whatever
your role, it's going to ma.ke a difference; it's
going to produce immediate results.
For an Elec,rical I Elec,ronic I Compu&er
Engineer options abound. In fact, the entire
technological and functional spectrum are
yours for exploration. Microprocessor implementation and programming, communications systems, LSI/VLSI, CAD/CAM, systems
architecture a.nd optics. Among others.
To the Compu,er Scien&is,, we deliver opportunities a.cross the frontier of finite state
ma.chine development. The application's realm:
systems design and programs, applications and
evaluation, a.nd computer security research and
design.
Xathema,lclans research a variety of mathema.tica.l concepts including probability theory,
statistics, Galois theory and group theory.
Language Specialists in Slavic, Near Eastern
a.nd Asian la.ngua.ges meet the challenges of
tra.nsla.tion, tra.nscription a.nd analysis head
on. Everyday.
Whatever your field, you can be certain to
find many paths cleared for you. You'll also find
a. competitive sa.la.ry, enticing benefits a.nd an
appealing suburban location between two vital
urba.n centers-Washington a.nd Baltimore.
For additiona.l informa.tion, schedule an interview with your College Placement Office. Or
write to the Na.t1ona.l Secur1ty Agency.

7:30

Goons vs. Worms
TKE I vs. ATO

BASKETBALL

Wed.

NSA will be on campus Feb. 26th
interviewing graduating seniors.

8:30

6:30

Renegades vs. Kappa Cavs vs. Misfits
Team K vs. Buddy This
lXA_,. II DTD

9:30

7:30

Brick Shots vs. Kidds
LXA I vs. PKA I

SWB'S vs. Shooter
SAE I vs. Sig Ep

8:30
i fts vs
aider

2:

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
ATTN: M322 CAAM)

Fort Meade, MD 20758-8000

a
re

NATIONAL
SECURITY
AGENCY

U.S. ctt1.zensh1p requ.1red for appllca.nt a.nd 1mmed1a.t.e
! &m.lly mem bel'9.
An equal o

unity emp oyer:

1

1)1.\r 1.\tl1 POSISTIO s
- .J1.\(~J{ ·-·--~ AVAl LAB LE

Fa ·etta Robinson and
Te;leckv.
Robin on
contributed 16 poin
and
nine rebound , hile Teri ky
added
12
and
nine,
rep foely.
tetson has a 2-3 record
against common opponent of
UCF·s. The Lad Hatters lo t
to ew Orlean by 16, lo t to
Georgia outhern College by
nine, and Florida
1b·
three.
They defeated Georgia
tate University twice, by
seven and five.
UCF, on the other hand, has
lost
to
all
of
the
aforementioned teams. UNO
destroyed the Lady Knight
by 4 7, GSC beat the ladies by
17, FAMU won by 13 an GSU
beat UCF by eight.

S ETSO
FRO
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mi s a ingle one in tha time
period. That put he final
margin at nine point .
We ~re looking for. high spirited, enthusiastic people who enjoy
tetson improved their
field-goal shoo ing to a
worldng outdoors in the Florida Sunshine. We will train you to
sizzling 66. 7 percent. hi ting
pro~ote. Panama Jae~ Suncare and Sunwear products while
on 20 of 30 shots. Iichelle
workmg m Central Flonda's finest resorts. Gain valuable ex1icheal led all scorers with
perience in the field of public relations while earning an ex20, while Dee Hilley added 16
cellent income. Again, we are looking for people who enjoy
for the Hatters.
the outd~ors!! If this soulds like something you would be inEason finished the game
with 13 points and nine
terested m, please contact our Resort Pool Management office
rebounds.
at 345·8944 AFTER HOURS 849·7871.
Cardinale ended up with 18
points and three assists to
~===------------------------------! lead the Lady Knights in both
categories.
Craft added 17 points in the
losing effort. Craft"s string of
consecutive free throws made
ended at 37. Her free throw
percentage is now .929, still
good enough for the top spot
in the nation.
Also having solid games for

What

were

The Lady Knights next
conference date is Feb. 6,
when they travel to Macon,
Ga., to play the Mercer Teddy
Bears.

is fully aware that they are
untested at the major college
level.
"Talent is evident on the
pitching staff, but it is unproven.'' said Bergman.
Although the Knights
finished 46-13 including a
28-game win streak, this
beauty of a team was ignored
at the dance, commonly
known ! s a berth in the
regional playoffs. That should
change this year as the
Knights will play 50 Division
I games.

' If we have the same record
as last year, we 11 go (to
postseason play)." said
Polack.
Many of the players expressed pleasure in the fact
that the team is a much
closer unit than last year's.
They hope it is just another
inprovement in the transition
from a good team to a great
one.
"Last year we didn't really
hang around each other off
the field," said Polack. "But
this year we help eac( other
out more. I like this team."
Hopefully, this will be the
year the Knights get a chance
to join the chosen few and
dance their way to the top.

t.hP

T.M~"'

Knight~

BASEBALL
FROM PAGE 20

Compare the Leading Edge Model "D" ® to the IBM PC oo and you'll find some
not-so-trivial differences.
·
For example, while the Leading Edge Model "D" comes complete with a highresolution monochrome monitor, Hercules® compatible monochrome graphics
and color graphics outputs, parallel and serial ports, a dual-speed 8088-2
microprocesor and word processing software with Spelling Correction, the
IBM PC doesn't. Not even one.
The Leading Edge Model "D" comes with a 15-month warranty and free
technical support.
Finally, a fully configured dual drive Model "D" is priced at only 51295,
while a very unadorned IBM PC costs hundreds more. Our 20MB fixed-disk
version priced at 51695 is closer to half the price of their XT. And we offer a
30MB version at 51895.

NOW OPEN ~smrntmw::mm~rn
UNIVERSITY PARK
PLAZA

679-2121
545 Semoran Blvd.
Winter Park, FL
32792
Any regular priced
1
ALBUM, CASSETTE,
IMPORT or CD
I
$7 .99 AND UP!
I

2760

NORTH ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL.
P.O. BOX 1888 KISSIMMEE, FLORIDA 32742

(305) 933-0066

I

BRING STUDENT I.D. FOR 10% OFF!
Leading Edge and Logo and Model "D"' are registered trademarks of Leading Edge products, Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of
International Business Machines Corp. Hercules is a registered trademark of Hercules Computer Technology, Inc. © Leading Edge 1986

------------------~
GUADALAJARA
SUMMER

SCHOOL

A FRESH IDEA FOR UNBEATABLE HOMESTYLE FOODS, GENEROUS
SIZED PORTIONS, FANTASTIC FAJITAS, MARVE~OUS MARGARITAS
AND A CASUAL COME-AS-YOU-ARE ATMOSPHERE!

NOW-

OPEN

303 S. SEMQRAN BLVD.

(NexttoUniversityPlaza)

OPEN 11 a.m. - 12 a.m. Sunday - Thursday
11 a.m. - 1 a.m. Friday & Saturday

HAPPY HOUR DAILY: 11 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
2 FOR 1 DRAFT AND COCKTAILS-

University of Arizona
offers more than 40
courses: anthropology,
art, art history, bilingual education, folk
music and folk dance,
history, journalism, political sctence, Spanish
language and literature
and intensive Spanish.
Six-week session.
June 29-August 7, 1987.
Fully accredited program . Tuition $480
Room and board in
Mexican home $520.
EEO/AA

Write
Guadalajara
Summer chool
Education Bldg., Room 434
University of Arizona

Tucson. AZ 85721
(6021621-4729 or
621 -4720

BUDWEISER •KING OF BEERS •ANHEUSER-BU SCH. INC •ST LOUIS

WAYNE DENSCH, INC.
U.C.F. Rep. Nanci Rothberg, 281-1777
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ser ready to shine

..

arc Deitchman

If UCF baseball fans want to
s,a.dd a new dimension in suporting their team, they can
ake a hint from the past.
In the 60 's, Pittsburgh
Pirate fans adored slugger
alph Kiner so much, they
!lamed a special stadium section for him.
It was in this area of the
tadium where Kiner consistently deposited homerun
shots throughout his career.
t was affectionately known
s "Kiner's Korner."
Well, this season, a new
banner could be made for a
oung freshman in the same
mold as the ex-pirate slugger.
His name is Bobby Kiser.
• One of the question marks
urrounding the UCF
baseball team this season was
to find someone who could
add to the offensive firepower
that first baseman Vince
.3;awaski has supplied in recent years. UCF coaches
eeded to look no further than
their own back yard, they
recruited a player whose
specialty in high school was
!simply .... homeruns.
·
The 5-11, 200-pounder from
St. Cloud has the distinction

ween Osceola and St. Cloud
High chools, Kiser ended up
with a grand total of 41
homeruns. In his senior year
at St. Cloud, he slammed 17
homers alone, which also
helped him set state records
in one season for most runsbatted-in (75) and plate appearances (150). With a batting average of .484, Kiser
was undoubetedly named his
team's most valuable player,
and earned all-state recognitwn.
One would think that Kiser
could have gone anywhere to
play his college baseball, and
that is what makes it quite a
story on how he came to UCF.
Kiser turned down scholarship offers from such schools
as Florida State University ,
F .I.T., Tenessee, and Vanderbilt for one reason.--: He
wanted to play ball closer to
home.
The real story here though,
is that UCF wasn't even in
Kiser' s plans at the time.
UCF had never even called
him about a possible sholarship opportunity. But just as
Kiser thought that he would
be playing his collegiate ball
at nearby Polk Community

College, the call finally came.
Coach Bergman, in search
of finding a suitable replaceas being the states all-time ment to fill the void of
career homerun leader. Split- graduating third baseman
/'ing his four prep seasons bet- Scott McHugh, tracked Kiser

'«

I

reshmon Bob :< iser will lake •ver the third base

down at his summer work job
at the St. Cloud Civic Center
and offered him a scholarship.
For a shocked but elated
Kiser, it was a dream come
true.
"I couldn't believe it when I
got off the phone", he said. "I
always wanted to play close
to home and the fact that
Coach Bergman had an excellent reputation made it
even more special for me".
But Coach Bergman had a
change of plans for Bobby
when he arrived. Kiser, who
throughout his prep years
was a first baseman, was in-

p-.c;jtj 0 n

f.:)r lJ C F~o?na Calloway/Central Florida Future

formed that he would be tried
at third base. No sooner than
he hung up the phone with
Bergman, Kiser was playing
third base for a St. Cloud
American Legion team.
The change was drastic and
full of frustration, but Kiser
worked hard, often staying
around after practice to field
hundreds of ground balls.
And as the season progressed, so did Kiser' s confidence
and attitude.
"I never thought I could
make the adjustment'' he insisted. "I like playi!1g third
base because it's more of a

.

challenge than first". "I like
the feeling of having the ball
hit at me hard and then making a big play".
Under the tu to ring of
Coach Bergman, and with
some friendly advice from
such exerienced players like
Bobby Miller (2B) and Odie
Kohenke (SS), Kiser has really come in to his own as
UCF's starting third
baseman for the 1987 season.
' But it is his bat that will
probably be making the most
SEE FRESHMAN PAGE 16

·[ ady Knights update:Craft tops, UCF drops
lady Knights lose again,

l

·

Craft still ranked ;
Cardinalecracks top·lO

all to Stetson, 86·77
by Chad Salinas

by Chad Salinas

ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

Stetson's women's basketball team
.came to town Saturday night looking for
revenge.
And that is just what they got, as they
defeated the Lady Knights (2-15, 0-5 in
The New South Women's Athletic
.Conference), 86-77.
The Lady Hatters (14-5, 4-2 in NSWAC
play), who lost three times to UCF last
year, shot an incredible 60 percent in the
first half, on their way to a 34-28 lead.
Stetson jumped ahead in the first few
minutes by as many as six points, and
never lost that lead.
Center Brenda Eason led the Lady
Hatters with 11 points and seven
rebounds.
UCF coach Nancy Little's squad shot a
sub-par 40 percent from the field in the
first half. They made 14 shots out of 35
.from the floor, and were 0-2 from the line.
Leading the Lady Knights was junior
Anita Terlecky. Terlecky scored eight
points and pulled down five rebounds.
DeAnn Craft also added eight points
for UCF.
At the start of the second half, the
Lady Hatters came out and stretched the
lead to 13. Anita Mathur, hitting three
shots from beyond 16-feet, and Rebecca
Daniels, powerful inside, led the way.
.. Slowly, though, the Lady Knights
clawed their way back into the match.
Julie Cardinale s driving and shooting
parked the comeback.
The UCF squad eventually found
themselves three points down with a few
minute left in the game. But Stetson,
who hit on only four of 13 free throw
attempts in the first period, did not not
SEE STETSON PAGE 17

DeAnn Craft, despite playing on a team
that hasn't won a game in a month, is
continuing her fine play, and, after 13
games, is nationally ranked in three
different categories.
In scoring, Craft jumped from number
23, to her current spot of number 10. She
is averaging 24.0 points per game. Craft
is the fifth leading senior scorer.
Leading the way is a senior from
Central Connecticut State, Hope
Linthicum and her 28.5 average.
In field-gohl accuracy, Craft broke into
the top-30 for the first time this year. She
has made 125 shots in 210 attempts, for a
59.5 percent J.!lark. This puts her at
number 27.
The leader is senior Regina Howard
from Rutgers, who is shooting 69.1
percent.
Craft is also leading the nation in free·
throw shooting with her 92.5 percent
accuracy. Craft has made 62-67 shots,
including 20 in a row.
Julie Cardinale has also cracked the top
10, as she is ninth in assists. Cardinale,
who finished fourth in the nation last
year, is dishing out 7.5 assists per game.
Junior Suzie McConnell, from Penn
State, leads with 11.7 apg.
The Lady Knights also managed to
break into the top in two categories. Their
82.2 points per game scoring average is
12th in the nation.
Leading the pack is Long Beach State
with their 93.1 ppg.
Mu
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The Lady Knight basketball team will face a two game road
trip this weekend. UCF will take on fellow conference foes
Mercer and Georgia State on Friday and Saturday respectively.

Behind Craft's accuracy, UCF is
number nine in free-throw percentage by
shooting at a .735 mark. As a team, they
have made 189-257.

UCF bats ready to rip;
action starts Friday
by Paul Owers
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The rhythms of (Baseball) are so
similar to the patterns of American
life. Periods of leisure, interrupted by
bursts of frantic activity.
-Roger Kahn, writer
The UCF Baseball team's period of
leisure is over. Friday night's contest
versus West Florida will mark the
first game for this team in over nine
months. The bursts of frantic activity
are just three days away. So, how
does it feel?
"Great." exclaimed pitcher Rich
Polack.
'It's a relief." explained shortstop
Odie Koehnke.
"Exciting." said center fielder Jose
Soto.
As expected, the general consensus
on this team is that the waiting is
over, and it is great to get back into
the swing of things.
And swing they should. Six of the
Knight regulars who return for the

1987 season batted better tJian .300 J!!!!!!!!J!!!!!!!!!!!~~~~~~---lliil•••••
last year. Leading the list of returnees
is Soto. The senior hit .336 and stole
31 bases last year. He insists, though,
that he cannot-and will not- do it all
by himself.
"I'm only one guy. There are eight
others in the field with me. I'll do my
best, but it will be a team effort."
Also returning' is Koehnke. The
three-year letterman enjoyed his best
year in '86 by batting .312 with 10
doubles and 35 RBis. Junior first
baseman Vince Zawaski brings back
his .326 batting average, nine round
trippers, and 56 RBis while Todd
Reese, the team's $esignated hitter in
The UCF baseball team will be striving to meet then beat last year's top'86, also returns with a .303 batting notch
season.
.
·
\
average, 11 doubles and 35 RBis.
So much for the strengths. Coach season.
Some player~ might feel ii>res~ure to
Jay Bergman will have to reconstruct
One of the new arrivals includes
immediately .c~ntribute. Ahern does
a pitching staff that lost five top freshman pitcher Brian Ahern.
not.
\
hurlers, but he certainly has the Ahern, who comes to UCF by way of
''I have four years here to prove
talent to do it.
Chicago, Illinois, has some
myself,"said Aheyn. "If I do well this l
Polack is back for his sophomore impressive pitching credentials. In
year it will just be an added bonus."
season after posting a 3-1 record, 2.20 last two years of high school, he
Bergman is confident that his
earned run average, and five saves as p)cked up 22 wins, a 1.38 ERA and a
young recruits will do the job, but he
the Knights' top reliever. He should spot on the Junior Olympic Team,
crack the starting rotation this where he earned a victory.

Rudy, a future USF Bull?
Staff report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF athletic department may lose
their most successful coach.
Soccer coach Jim Rudy is one of six finalist
out of 120 applicants for The University of
South Florida men's soccer coaching posision.
Rudy is scheduled to interview on Feb. 10.
Rudy has been with UCF longer than any
other coach, 16 years. He started both the
men's and women's soccer teams, and is one
of two coaches in the country that handles
both teams.
"I've been here for 16 years," Rudy
said,"And you're always looking to improve
your situation. If they want me, I have to
consider it ... if it's a great situation."
What exactly is a great situation? Rudy
described three points he will be looking for.
His number one priority lies within the
school's (USF's) commitment to the soccer
program. Financially, Rudy wants support.
Also, he would like the feeling of commitment
from the athletic department.

"I would like to'
know
they
are
spiritally commited to
the soccer program,
Rudy said, "More than
just words."
Salary would also be
a major factor along
with
the
Ii ving
conditions in the
Tampa area.
Rudy has seeri many
things grow and
change since the

Jim Rudy
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SEE JOB PAGE 16

UCF to try to hook Pirates
by Paul Owers
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Sports Illustrated failed to
send a reporter. Likewise,
~SPN did not squeeze it in on
its nightly broadcast, and
Jimmy "The Greek" offered
no odds. But that does not
meci n it never happened.
Pssssst. Over here. UCF' s
mens' basketball team finally
won a game on the road.
It looked rather bleak as
late as the second-half, but
the Knights, behind reserve
forward Kenny McGee's 17
points, slid past Bethune
Cookman, 73-62. It snapped a
three-game losing skid and
was UCF' s first victory in an
opposing gymnasium since
traveling to Rollins College
some 369 days ago.
The Knights will look to
stretch their streak to two as
they visit Armstrong State
tonight at 7:30 p.m.

The UCF men's basketball tea b oke t eir 369 day road rip losing st eak las week when
they do ned Bethune Coo on ·n Daytona Beach.

If the Pirates' 4-14 record.
does not solidify the fact that
this is a slumping team, then
their six-game lo ing streak
does. Although UCF sports a

3-0 lead in the series, ASC has
won 37 of 51 home games the·
past four seasons, a 73
percent winning percentage.
Additionally, if the Knights
want their new winning
streak to last longer than
most new year's resolutions, ·
then they will have to keep
the Pirates' Donald Johnson
in check. · The six-foot-four
senior guard leads the team in
scoring, (15.6 average)
rebounding, (7.0 per game)
assists, (37) and steals (26).J
Six-foot-seven junior center
Tony Harris complements
Johnson with a 12.6 scoring
average and 7.0 rebounds per
game.
UCF will counter with
forward Pat Crocklin, the
team's leading scorer with a
12.7 average, Faronte
Roberson, (11. 9 ppg) and~
center John Friday (7.3 rpg).
As the Knights travel to
Savannah, Georgia for their
20th game of the season, they
carry with them the security ' 4
of an earlier
win over
ASC and newfound ability to
win on the road.
Who knows, maybe there is
a trend in the making.

